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Recognizing the interest in 
solar energy by a portion of its 
membership, CHELCO is working 
with PowerSouth on a community 
solar project that will provide 
insight into solar’s viability in 
northwest Florida and south 
Alabama. 

“Our goal in undertaking this 
effort is to respond positively to 
our members who wish to use 
more renewable energy,” says 
Steve Rhodes, CHELCO CEO. “It 
may not make financial sense, but 
if there is a strong interest in this 
experiment, then we are going to 
work on their behalf.”

A community solar project 
consists of a group of solar panels, 
also known as a solar farm or 
garden, whose electricity is shared 

by more than one household. The 
CHELCO community solar project 
could answer key questions about 
solar energy: Can it benefit the 
system during times of peak load? 
Will members accept the cost 
disparity between solar and often 
less expensive traditional forms of 
generation? Will enough CHELCO 
members consider the higher cost 
of solar worth the investment?

“We are always looking into 
the future to forecast the most 
reliable and affordable forms of 
electricity for our members,” says 
Matt Diamond, PowerSouth’s 
Manager of Fuel and Energy 
Resources. “Right now, solar is not 
a less expensive option, and it 
won’t help us generate enough 
electricity during our peak 
demand.”

If, however, the community solar 
project is successful, CHELCO 
will serve a market that has a 
demand for solar, says Steve 
Wolfrom, CHELCO’s Vice President 
of Member Services. “But if it does 
not sell, then we can also tell 
members that we tried to meet 
their need.” 

A case for solar
Through member surveys, 
CHELCO learned that a small 
portion of its membership was 
willing to accept higher monthly 
bills for the opportunity to use 
solar energy.

The cooperative needed help to 
respond to that interest because, 
as a PowerSouth member, 
CHELCO may not generate 
its own energy. However, 

PowerSouth supports its member 
cooperatives’ efforts to provide 
requested services to end-use 
members.

The plan calls for CHELCO to lease 
its warehouse roof to Atlanta-
based Radiance Solar, which is 
tasked with installing the solar 
array and selling the energy to 
PowerSouth. PowerSouth will 
then sell the energy back to the 
cooperative.

CHELCO reviewed several models 
for the retail sale of solar energy. 

CHELCO tests viability of solar power

continued page 2, see SOLAR

The solar eclipse on August 21 
affected an estimated 1,900 
utility-scale solar power plants 
in the United States, according 
to the Energy Information 
Administration.



A subscription-based system, one dividing the 
total solar generation capacity into blocks, was 
considered the best approach. 

A cooperative member can subscribe to one 
block of solar, or 208 kilowatt-hours of energy 
produced. This is equal to the production of 
a bit more than five solar panels. The rate for 
a monthly contract is $27.50, but a five-year 
contract lowers the monthly rate to $26.

One common misconception is that solar 
energy projects will lower monthly bills. Instead, 
CHELCO solar subscribers will see a slight 
increase in monthly costs. 

What the member sees on his or her bill, for 
example, is a $26 fee for a block of community 
solar. If the member used 1,500 kWh and the 
array produced 200 kWh, the member would 
only pay energy charges on 1,300 kWh that 
month. The reduction in energy charges do 
not completely offset the extra charge for the 
community solar block. On average, a member 
with a five-year subscription would pay about 
$10 more per month.

Currently, CHELCO is selling the program 
to its members. Radiance Solar will begin 
construction on the roof of a warehouse at the 
cooperative’s operations center if 75 percent, 
or 69 blocks, of the planned 92 blocks of solar 
capacity is sold.

CHELCO members who do not participate 
in the community solar project will not see 
a change in their bill, unlike similar, larger 
projects where cost-shifting may occur. In those 

cases, members choosing to participate in 
community solar could receive lower bills. Fixed 
costs such as the purchase and maintenance of 
power lines, however, may be shifted to non-
solar customers.

Solar challenges 
While the project represents CHELCO’s 
response to member interest in solar, the 
project may also test solar energy’s viability in 
the region.

Generators such as PowerSouth must design 
systems for peak loads, the greatest demand 
for energy a system might face at one time. 
Power rates are determined, in part, by the 
expense of creating that system, and those 
expenses include power plants, transmission 
lines, transformers and more.

In PowerSouth’s service area, however, solar 
energy would not contribute to meeting peak 
loads, which often occur before the sun rises 
on winter days.

“During our annual system peak, which 
typically occurs around 6:15 a.m. on a cold 
winter morning, we will get zero output from 
a solar panel because the sun is not out yet,” 
says Tim Hattaway, PowerSouth’s Energy 
Services Manager. “To make certain every 
megawatt of our peak load is served, we rely 
on conventional fossil fuel generators to supply 
the energy during those early morning hours 
when demand is greatest. When people flip a 
switch, the lights need to come on, and, during 
our system peak, solar cannot contribute to 
meeting that goal in our service area.”

Solar does not generate at full capacity 
during cloudy or rainy days, one reason the 
consistency of fossil generation remains vital.

“To ensure reliable operation of the power 
grid, you must continually balance, in real time, 
the demand for energy and the supply of 
energy,” Hattaway says. “That can be a difficult 
process when you have a large amount of 
variable generation such as solar power.”

Also, more traditional fuels like coal and 
natural gas are currently more affordable than 
solar, which means widespread adoption of 
solar generation would increase power rates, 
in addition to reducing reliability.

“Our board has directed us to provide reliable 
and affordable sources of energy,” says 
Diamond. “For us right now, solar isn’t an 
affordable or reliable option.”

CHELCO’s project offers benefits beyond 
power generation, particularly for the 
members in beach communities where there 
is interest in solar energy. 

“Some people may not fully understand 
how solar panels work,” Hattaway says. 
“Demonstration projects such as the 
CHELCO project can help answer questions 
their members have about solar energy 
production.” g

SOLAR, continued from front
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A 5.3-kilowatt (kW) ground-mount solar array 
at CHELCO’s Operations Center demonstrates 
the pros and cons of residentially sized solar.
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Brock Wallace, a Telecommunications 
Department Network Administrator, passed 
one of the final hurdles in becoming 
PowerSouth’s first Certified Information 
Systems Security Professional (CISSP).

Wallace attended a six-day boot camp in 
Atlanta where 11-hour days in the classroom 
focused on information security. At the end 
of the camp, he passed a certification test 
consisting of 250 multiple-choice questions.

“I prayed hard to pass that test, and I had a lot 
of people praying for me to pass that test,” he 
says. “I have never studied as hard for anything 
in my life.”

The final step for Wallace to earn the 
certification is through an endorsement from 

another certified professional, which a high 
school friend will provide. 

Returning home 
Wallace, originally from Andalusia, graduated 
high school and moved to attend college 
at Auburn University Montgomery. While 
in Montgomery, he met his wife, Lori, 
and after college he worked for several 
telecommunications companies.

Once he and his wife started a family, they 
moved home to Andalusia, and he joined 
PowerSouth six years ago. He works at the 
cooperative’s headquarters.

Wallace’s day-to-day responsibilities are varied, 
including administering firewalls, switches and 
helping to build networks for new systems. 

During a recent audit by the North American 
Electric Reliability Council (NERC), PowerSouth 
employees were asked to note certifications 
they had earned as one gauge of the staff’s 
security knowledge.

“I wanted to show them that we are going 
the extra step to have a greater knowledge 
about security so it can help us follow their 
regulations,” says Wallace.

The certification is through (ISC)² an 
international, nonprofit association for 
information security professionals. 

“Working toward the certification has given 
me knowledge that I think will make our 
physical security better and that will make me 
better,” he says. g

Making the grade
Wallace earns CISSP certification

tiny aluminum tabs
MAKE A HUGE DIFFERENCE

Save your tabs  in break room collection boxes or send them via interoffice mail to Christi Scruggs.
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PowerSouth’s Telecom Services Department 
technicians strive to go unnoticed, working 
to keep critical systems operating while also 
safely managing miles of driving, working 
with high voltage, climbing to great heights 
and occasionally finding stinging or slithering 
critters in confined workspaces.

“We are behind-the-scenes people,” says 
Telecom Services Manager Chad Jenkins. “If 
we are doing our job right, then we don’t get 
noticed at all really.”

Doing the job right also means emphasizing 
safety, including hands-on training, monthly 
updates and strict standards. The effort is all 

Dealing with heights and high voltages are just a 
few of the dangers that telecom technicians face 
on the job. Safety on 

the line for 
Telecom
Telecom 
technicians 
must always be 
safety-minded

Telecom technicians Craig Fore (left) and Jamie Jones 
have to constantly be safety-minded while  
working in the field. 
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part of maintaining a department critical to 
PowerSouth’s success.

The Telecom Services Department 
establishes and maintains communications 
systems, including installing, operating 
and maintaining voice and data 
telecommunications network circuits and 
equipment. The department’s members are 
crucial, responsible for transmitting data and 
information reliably and safely.

Telecom’s responsibilities range from 
microwave and satellite communications 
to generator maintenance and data jacks in 
the walls of offices. The team must keep it all 
operating at peak.

“If we lose any data that is crucial to the 
operations, then our technicians could get 
called out anytime, day or night,” says Mike 
Blocker, Telecom Services Supervisor.

Safety first 
The team emphasizes strategies needed to 
safely approach inherent risks, such as driving 
conditions, insects, heights and high voltages. 

“The technicians in the Telecom Services 
Department face a lot of safety hazards,” says 
Jenkins. “Driving conditions are one of the 
most dangerous parts of the job, along with 
climbing and heights. They always have to be 
aware.”

The dangers 
PowerSouth has 297 substations in its service 
area, extending from the Gulf Coast to just 
east of Birmingham. Long drives, often in 
adverse conditions, are just part of the job. 

Also, during cold weather, bees, spiders and 
snakes often find refuge in substations, where 
the equipment generates warmth.

“Inside a substation, the cables pass in and 
out, and it’s very difficult to keep the critters 
out,” Blocker says. “We are subject to running 
into them every once in a while.”

High voltages are another concern.

“We operate off either 120 AC or 48 volts 
DC, so you have all kinds of voltages floating 
around, and you have to be careful,” Blocker  
says.

The process of installing fiber optic lines also 
deserves care. Recently, technicians have 
learned to safely install OPGW fiber optic 

lines, a type of cable installed alongside the 
transmission lines instead of being buried 
underground. Technicians deploy and 
maintain those lines, coping with heights and 
potentially dangerous voltages. 

The technicians 
The skilled telecom technicians are educated 
in industrial electronics, which provides a 
foundation for a job that requires diverse skills 
similar to those found in telephone company 
technicians. 

“There’s not one set educational background 
that can tell them about what we do,” Blocker 
says. “As long as they know the basics, we can 
train them.”

Technicians typically work in two-man crews 
with a crew leader and a technician, a system 
that maximizes safety, Blocker says.

Always prepared 
Each month the technicians attend a 
PowerSouth safety meeting, and in July they 
completed a 10-hour OSHA safety course.

In addition to the monthly meetings, 
new employees are required to attend an 
orientation program that emphasizes safety. 
New technicians must also shadow a crew 
leader, whose role includes showing the 
potential safety hazards associated with 
substations. 

“Safety is our top priority,” Blocker says. 
“The goal every day is for them to go home 
uninjured.” g

A 10-hour OSHA safety course in July 
fine-tuned safety strategies for members 
of PowerSouth’s Telecom Services 
Department.

While members of the department always 
emphasize safety, the course highlighted 
new areas of focus and reinforced existing 
guidelines.

While telecom technicians once rarely 
labored near transmission lines, they 
do now sometimes work with fiber 
optic cables connected to overhead 
power lines. The OSHA training included 
techniques for working in such an 
environment. For example, technicians 
should consider the possibility of static 
discharge. 

“The static discharge from the system 
won’t hurt you, but it will make you hurt 
yourself trying to get away from it,” says 
Telecom Supervisor Mike Blocker.

Similarly, the OSHA training emphasized 
the importance of tasks such as properly 
grounding equipment.

“If we don’t secure the grounding to the 
equipment when we are working and 
there is a fault down the line, it could have 
a significant negative impact on what 
we’re doing,” Blocker says.

Training also emphasized the importance 
of PowerSouth employees wearing 
flame-resistant clothing, regardless of 
department, and Blocker says the team’s 
technicians always wear safety clothing.

Telecom has always taken advantage of 
OSHA training, but this was the first year 
the team participated in the 10-hour 
specialized program. Blocker thinks the 
session will only help his department 
improve their already safety-first 
mentality.

“Educating our guys about any aspect 
of safety awareness has an impact and a 
benefit,” he says. g

Safety first
Departments 
participate in 
specialized OSHA 
training program
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Content management software  
increases efficiency and wins awards 
PowerSouth’s Computer Information Services Department teamed 
with enChoice, Inc. to develop a new content management software, 
never expecting the effort to win awards. The goal was a more effective 
way to organize information and documents across the cooperative’s 
departments.

Awards, however, were the result. The Workflow Management Coalition 
named PowerSouth as a winner in the 2017 Global Awards for Excellence 
in Case Management.  

“It was very rewarding,” says Kenneth Jones, PowerSouth’s Business 
Systems Services Supervisor. “It was something we weren’t really 
expecting because it wasn’t something that we really campaigned for.”

Nominated by enChoice Inc., PowerSouth was chosen over companies 
and universities from across the world.

The winning web-based software manages processes, people and 
content across departments, including Corporate Counsel, Accounts 
Payable, Purchasing, Engineering, Drawings, and Right-of-Way.

The team also developed new applications for the Legal and Finance 
and Accounting Departments. Similar applications are planned for the 
Engineering Department.

PowerSouth employees assisting in the effort included Delores Bush and 
Michael Page, Computer Information Services; Rita Kelley, Finance and 
Accounting; Patrick McCalman, Legal; and John Twitty and Linda Linton, 
Engineering.

“As a manager, it’s always good for your department to be recognized 
because you know how hard these people are working every day,” says 
Craig Kilpatrick, PowerSouth’s Computer Information Services Manager. g

 Computer Information 
Systems employees (left 
to right) Kenneth Jones, 

Michael Page and Delores 
Bush played a key role in 
winning the 2017 Global 
Awards for Excellence in 

Case Management.
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Lee Peters of Ozark, Ala., has been 
elected to represent Pea River EC on 
the PowerSouth Board of Trustees. 
Peters’ appointment was approved at 
PowerSouth’s July board meeting.

Peters, a self-employed farmer, is a 
graduate of Huntingdon College, 
Wallace Community College and 
Ariton High School. He is serving 
his seventh year on Pea River EC’s 
Board of Trustees, where he serves as 
chairman of the Building Committee 
and as a member of the Policy 
Committee. He has completed 
several National Rural Electric 
Cooperative Association (NRECA) 
Director Courses and has served 
two years on the Alabama Rural 
Electric Association (AREA) Board of 
Directors.

He and his wife, Brittany, have two 
daughters, Brynlee and Briella. 
They are members of Ozark Baptist 
Church. g

Peters to 
represent Pea 
River EC on 
PowerSouth 
Board of Trustees

R E M I N D E R
PowerSouth reminds employees that they are always able to 
voluntarily update:

 • Disability status
 • Veteran status

To update your status, contact Rita Sanders in Human Resources at 
ext. 3495 or rita.sanders@powersouth.com.

MEMBERSHIP matters

$2

$10 $20

$4
Per Pay Period

Per Pay Period Per Pay Period

Per Pay Period

REGULAR

VICE PRESIDENT PRESIDENT

CENTURY
Membership Levels:

NRECA Action Committee for Rural Electrification (ACRE®) qualifies as a multicandidate political committee and is registered 
with the Federal Election Commission. Contributions to ACRE are not tax deductible for federal income tax purposes. 
Contributions to ACRE are for political purposes. All contributions to ACRE are voluntary. You may refuse to contribute without 
reprisal. Contributions may be stopped at any time upon notification to NRECA. The contribution guidelines are suggestions 
only. You may contribute more or less than the recommended amount.

For those who work in the electric industry, 
it is critical to be sure the cooperative story is 
heard in Washington.

ACRE (the Action Committee for Rural 
Electrification) gives employees that voice. 

PowerSouth’s ACRE members unite with 
other members across the country to send 

a message to leaders that energy policy is 
important to PowerSouth’s employees, the 
nation’s economy and all those who pay 
power bills.

To join or increase your membership level, 
contact Wanda Woods at ext. 3369 or Christi 
Scruggs at ext. 3734. g



 A few weeks ago, an article about the 
California Legislature caught my attention. 
They have passed a bill establishing a 
requirement that 60% of the state’s electricity 
be renewable by 2025 and 100% to be 
renewable by 2045. I know California has a lot 
of renewable energy, but I was interested in 
how such aggressive goals could be achieved. 

I looked further and found that Hawaii has 
made a similar commitment to be 100% 
renewable by 2045. Also, San Francisco; San 
Jose; San Diego; Rochester, Minnesota; Grand 
Rapids, Michigan; and East Hampton, New 
York, have made commitments to be 100% 
renewable between 2020 and 2035. More 
interestingly, three cities – Aspen, Colorado; 
Burlington, Vermont; and Greensburg, Kansas – 
claim to already be 100% renewable.

These accomplishments and goals are 
interesting considering that electricity 
generation in the U.S. in 2016 was comprised 
30% from coal, 34% from natural gas, 20% from 
nuclear, 1% from oil, and 15% from renewables. 
The renewable distribution was 6.5% from 
hydro, 5.6% from wind, 1.5% from biomass, 
0.9% from solar, and 0.4% from geothermal.

How do three cities get 100% of their 
electricity from renewables if only 15% of the 
country’s electricity is renewable? 

Solar has natural obstacles like night and 
clouds. The wind doesn’t always blow, 
especially in Vermont. Biomass burns up an 
awful lot of trees. Geothermal works pretty 
well if you have a volcano. Hydro works well 
when rivers run, but it has just about been 
thrown out of the renewable club because of 
alleged damage to fish and mussels. 

The trick is – and it is a trick – the cities 
claiming and states desiring to be 100% 
renewable use the electric grid to supply their 
electricity with non-renewable electricity 
when renewable electricity is not available and 
use renewable credits to cover the difference. 

The purchase of renewable credits to cover 
the shortfall of renewable electricity doesn’t 
mean the states or cities are being served 

by renewable power 100% of the time. If the 
sun is not shining, the wind is not blowing, or 
the rivers are not running, then there is not 
enough renewable power to serve all those 
that claim to be 100% renewable. Those states 
and cities are instead being served by coal 
and natural gas generated electricity from the 
electric grid, yet claim to be 100% renewable. It 
is just labeled “renewable.”

Simply, this is how it works. Electricity supply 
is real-time, at the speed of light. If you have a 
light on in your house, an electric generator is 
producing electricity right now to keep that 
light shining. 

Electricity cannot be stored in volumes 
approaching utility scale. PowerSouth’s 
Compressed Air Energy Storage Unit converts 
electricity to compressed air during off-
peak periods and uses the compressed 
air to generate electricity on peak. A few 
other utilities have pumped-storage hydro 
generators that use off-peak electricity to 
pump water back over dams so it can be used 
on peak to generate more electricity. However, 
those projects are insignificant compared to 
the volume of electricity on the grid at any 
moment. Batteries are not effective at utility 
scale and provide no significant electric 
storage application. Practically, all electricity is 
generated at the time it is needed.

Renewable power suppliers generate 
electricity when the renewable resources are 
available – the wind is blowing, the sun is 
shining, the rivers are running. They sell their 
electricity onto the grid for the market price 
but retain the renewable credits and sell them 
to the renewable cities and states. The cities 
and states purchase some electricity directly 
associated with the renewable credits but also 
purchase additional energy credits that are 
paired with non-renewable electricity from the 
grid when the sun doesn’t shine or the wind 

doesn’t blow to create the illusion that all their 
electricity is renewable through the credit 
purchase.  

The irony is that the renewable labeling 
process would not be possible and would 
not work without the presence of reliable 
fossil-fuel generated electricity that is 
always available from the grid. Fossil-fueled 
generation is the foundation of reliable 
electric service, and it will remain regardless 
of the desires or claims of politicians and 
environmental activists. The process also has a 
price. The renewable cities and states pay the 
normal price for electricity off the grid plus a 
premium for the renewable credits to create 
the renewable illusion. And it is an illusion. 
Renewable cities and states will have more 
renewable electricity than average, but at no 
time will 100% of the electricity its citizens 
consume be renewable.

Using the electric grid to create this illusion is a 
treat for the renewable cities and states. Cities 
that won’t let you park your car in a downtown 
parking spot without paying a fee uses the 
grid to displace renewable power with non-
renewable power but doesn’t pay a fee to 
the grid for the right to call on reliable power 
when its renewable electricity is not available. 

Renewables have an important role in the 
country’s power supply mix. However, an 
approach without the political posturing and 
false, misleading claims would be much more 
productive. We need 
more transparency and 
less renewable lies.

I hope you have a good 
month. g

Gary Smith
PowerSouth President and CEO

Renewable 
Lies

CEO COLUMN
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HEADQUARTERS    (Sessions held in 
Boardroom unless otherwise noted)

September 21 
8:00 a.m.

9:30 a.m. - Managers & Supervisors Only

September 22   
(These sessions held in Lobby Conference 
Rooms 1 and 2)

7:30 a.m.

10:00 a.m. - Managers & Supervisors Only

1:30 p.m. 

DISTRICTS 
October 11 - Baldwin District

October 18 - Western District

MCINTOSH PLANT 
October 17 - 4:00 p.m.

October 18 - 7:00 a.m. 

CENTRAL GENERATION 
(All sessions held in 211 Building)

September 20 
11:00 a.m. - Employees & C Shift

11:30 a.m. - Managers & Supervisors (C Shift)

October 4 
11:00 a.m. - Employees & A Shift

11:30 a.m. - Managers & Supervisors (A Shift)

PowerSouth is committed to a workplace 
free of discrimination and harassment for 
all employees. In an effort to ensure equal 
employment in all employment practices 
and to prevent sexual and other forms of 
harassment from occurring in the work 
environment, the EEO and No Harassment 
policies will be communicated to all 
PowerSouth employees.

To ensure all employees are reached, there 
will be a series of training sessions during 
September and October.  The training is 
mandatory, and no employee is exempt from 
these policies or this training.

EEO, No Harassment & 
No Discrimination

MANDATORY 
TRAINING

EMPLOYEE NEWS

Goodbye, summer workers
Cody Ballard Central Generation

Sara Ballard Financial Services

Brett Campbell Engineering

Abigail Curry Transmission O&M

Rachel Dayton Member Services

Georgia Dean Compliance Services

Cassidy Dunn Computer Info. Svcs.

Bryan Dunn Communications

Matthew Fleming T&D Eng. & Const.

Alexandra Howard Lowman

Alexis Howard Lowman

Joshua Hudson Central Generation

Mary Johnson Transmission O&M

Ashlan Kelley Safety Services

Holly Majors Transmission O&M

Josh Maloy Substation O&M

Patrick McCalman, II Central Generation

Kayla Mitchell HR Services

Noah Rider HR Services

Sarah Shiver Central Generation

Katie Spurlin Transmission O&M

Cody Stewart Safety Services

Chase Strickland Central Generation

Lindsey Thomas Safety Services

Samuel Todd Telecom Services

Andrew Wade Lowman

Victoria Weeks Financial Services

Autumn Younge Lowman

Kaleigh Younge Lowman

Introducing 
a new 

health care
option

PowerSouth employees have a way 

for a doctors to make house calls: 

iSelectMD, a supplementary benefit 

to the electric cooperative’s health 

care plan.

Participating employees will 

have access to telemedicine and 

convenient access to doctors. With 

only a phone call to iSelectMD, 

patients are connected to state-

licensed, board-certified physicians 

who are ready to resolve non-

emergency health issues 24 hours a 

day, seven days a week.

This supplementary benefit is not designed to replace existing primary care physician 

benefits. Instead, it is a way to contact a doctor for quick and easy access. 

For specific questions about the benefits of telemedicine, contact 
iSelectMD at 1-877-775-3006 or visit www.iselectmd.com.
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Service anniversaries

Mike Barton
Lowman

33 years, Sept. 6

Scott Wright
Central Generation

35 years, Sept. 7

Lloyd Phillips
Transmission O&M
36 years, Sept. 14

Ricky Coxwell
Lowman 

36 years, Sept. 14

Tim Messick
Transmission O&M 
39 years, Sept. 18

Kenny Counselman
Lowman

40 years, Sept. 6

Chuck Moore
Legal Affairs 

36 years, Sept. 14

Wayne Harrison
Lowman 

36 years, Sept. 14

Robby Loper
Lowman

33 years, Sept. 9

Michael Stewart
Telecom Services 
30 years, Sept. 14

Helen Bradley
T&D Eng. & Const.
31 years, Sept. 22

David Tarpley
Bulk Power Services 

33 years, Sept. 10

Mark Elmore
Central Generation
22 years, Sept. 10

Bill Thigpen
Planning, Reg. & Comp.

31 years, Sept. 22

Dennis O’Neal
T&D Eng. & Const. 
27 years, Sept. 10

Kim Hollinghead
Computer Info. Svcs. 

24 years, Sept. 23

Brian Matheson
Engineering

21 years, Sept. 18

Kevin Stockton
T&D Technical Services

17 years, Sept. 18

Kevin Bryan
T&D Technical Services

21 years, Sept. 23

Catherine Dubose
Communications
16 years, Sept. 17

Byron Thomasson
Energy Services

16 years, Sept. 10

Terry Bedsole
T&D Technical Services

17 years, Sept. 25

Cory Ellis
Member Services
16 years, Sept. 24

Michael Armstrong
Substation O&M
15 years, Sept. 9

Donnie Pitts
Substation O&M 
8 years, Sept. 28

Edward James
Lowman

7 years, Sept. 7

Donovan Smith
Lowman

7 years, Sept. 7

Chris Moseley
Lowman 

7 years, Sept. 7

James Taylor
Lowman

7 years, Sept. 7

Thor Huebner
Lowman

7 years, Sept. 7

Clay Walker
Lowman 

7 years, Sept. 7

Caleb Williams
Lowman

7 years, Sept. 7

Terry Caldwell
Telecom Services
14 years, Sept. 2

Chad Henderson
Energy Services

15 years, Sept. 30

Josh Mullen
Transmission O&M
13 years, Sept. 20

Amy Colvin
T&D Eng. & Const.
10 years, Sept. 10

Tracy Johnson
External Affairs 

10 years, Sept. 28

Heath Mills
Computer Info. Svcs.

14 years, Sept. 15

Jeff Kidd
Central Generation

12 years, Sept. 6

Todd Watson
Safety Services

6 years, Sept. 20

Brandon Horn
T&D Technical Svcs.

5 years, Sept. 5

Tracy Sanders
Safety Services
2 years, Sept. 1

Michelle Stokes
Legal Affairs 

6 years, Sept. 30

Dustin Dyess
Substation O&M
6 years, Sept. 6

Kenny Hughes
Telecom Services

1 year, Sept. 6

Danny Barnes
Safety Services
1 year, Sept. 19

EMPLOYEE NEWS
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Happy Birthday!
Sept. 1 .......................................................................Carol Bray

Michael Page

Amy Ryland

Bill Thigpen

Wayne Turner

Sept. 2 ..................................................................Ted Centner 

Sept. 4 ................................................................Todd Merrill 

Chad Warrick 

Sept. 5 ..................................................................Mark Rudd

Sept. 6 .....................................................Dwain Dearmon

David Donaldson

James Guilford

Bill Marler

Mel Moseley 

Sept. 7 ..................................................................... Nigel Lee

Sept. 8 .............................................................. James Hogg

Sept. 9 ...................................................... Jason Anderson

Sept. 10 ...........................................................Wilton Brock

Suzanne Harrell

Sept. 11 .........................................................Ginny Grimes

Linda Linton

Sept. 16 ....................................................Brian Matheson

Tinker Watson

Tabitha Wiggins

Sept. 17 ....................................................Andrew Rabren

Sept. 19 ......................................................... Stephen Erdy

Jason Kelley

Norma King

Sept. 21 ..............................................................Amy Colvin

Andrew Thrash

Sept. 22 ......................................................... Jordan Driver

David Gammage

Michael Hattaway

Brian Sanderson

Sept. 23 ........................................................Charlee Dunn

Kelley Fore 

Sept. 24 .............................................................Brent Hinds

Jody Jackson

John Nelson

Jamie Waite

Sept. 25 ..................................................Robert McLaurin

Sept. 27 .........................................................Brian Howard

Sept. 28 ........................................................... Jarrod Pettie 

Sept. 30 ................................................................ Pam Bond

Mike Cassady

Comings and goings
Welcome 
Avery Driver, Evening Custodian in Safety 
Services, effective July 26.

Hunter Weaver, Technician Substation in 
Substation O&M, effective July 24. 

Caleb Whitehurst, Work Study at Central 
Generation, effective July 31.

Billy Joe Cook, Technician Substation in 
Substation O&M, effective August 7.

Shane Culbreth, Technician Lines in 
Transmission O&M, effective August 7. 

Adam Sowell, System Operator II in Energy 
Services, effective August 10.

Promotions 
Cory Ellis was promoted to Energy 
Program Coordinator from Member Services 
Representative I in Member Services, effective 
July 17. 

Heath Hendrix was promoted to Facility 
Worker I from Facility Worker II in Substation 
O&M, effective July 30.

Courtney Bowers was promoted to Engineer 
I from Engineer II in T&D Engineering and 
Construction, effective August 4.

Retirements 
Best wishes to Jimmy Beech, who retired July 
19 after 39 years of service. His most recent 
position was Lowman Plant Supervisor.

Goodbye and good luck 
Colby Sanderson, Co-op Engineer at 
Lowman, effective July 25.

Ryan Williams, Co-op Engineer at Central 
Generation, effective July 27. 

Alex Patrick, Economic Development Intern 
in External Affairs, effective August 4. 

Bradley Cassady, Work Study in Transmission 
O&M, effective August 9.

SEPT

22

BOARD MEETING
Mark your calendars for Friday, Sept. 22.
Headquarters employees should wear business 
professional attire on board meeting days.

EMPLOYEE NEWS

Riles Hubert Anderson, grandson of 
Connie Lawrence (Central Generation) 
was born June 27. He weighed 8 lb. 10 oz. 
and was 20.5 inches long.

NEWarrivals

James Wilder McDaniel, grandson of 
Tammy Mount (Financial Planning), was 
born July 8. He weighed 7 lb. 15 oz. and 
was 20.5 inches long.
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Congratulations to Wayne Harrison (Lowman), who won August’s photo contest with his 
entry, “Sunset on Tombigbee River.”

Submit your photos now for the September contest. If sending an electronic file, please send 
the highest quality possible. 

The winner selected on September 20 will receive a 75th anniversary tumbler and be featured 
in the October issue of Powerlines. 

Send your entries to Christi Scruggs at christi.scruggs@powersouth.com or via 
interoffice mail. g

August photo contest 
winner: Wayne Harrison


